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BG water
contract
awarded

Wednesday, October 12,1988

Senator
repeats
Dukakis
criticism

CAMPAIGN '88

by Judy Immel
special assignment reporter

A $2.69 million contract for the
construction of a reservoir and
sludge lagoons at the city's
water treatment plant on the
Maumee River was awarded to
the E.S. Wagner Co. during
Monday's Board of Public Utilities meeting.
The Oregon, Ohio company
was one of 10 submitting bids for
the project, according to Dave
Barber, director of public
works.

by Amy Burkett
wire editor

NAPOLEON - Republican vice-presidential
nominee Dan Quayle
slammed opponent Michael Dukakis' stance on
public safety during a rally
in Napoleon Tuesday
morning.
Quayle spoke on the
steps of the Henry County
Courthouse in Napoleon, a
town with a population of
8,700. City officials said
Quayle chose Napoleon as
part of his harvest tour.

Final action on financing the
reservoir, which will be located
on 50 acres along River Road, is
scheduled for next week's City
Council meeting. Barber said financing will be applied for
through the Ohio Water Development Authority.
The reservoir, for which planning was begun about two years
ago, is scheduled to be completed by late 1989 and in service
sometime the following year, he
said.
"After the reservoir is finished, it will take about six
months to fill it with water pumped from the river because
water must still go through the
treatment plant for use by the
town," Barber said.
Originally, bids for the project
were expected to be taken last
April, Barber said. However,
extra time was needed to modify
the plans to conform with the
standards of the Ohio Department of Natural Resources, he
said.
"The time we lost on doing
that will be made up during the
construction period," Barber
said.
It was first thought the project
would take 18 months to complete. Now, a 13- or 14-month
construction period will put the
project back on schedule, he
said.
The reservoir will initially
hold a 55-day supply of water,
Barber estimated, hut if the city
follows predicted growth patterns, after about 30 years it will
hold a 30-day supply.
The water is insured in case of
an agricultural run-off or a spill
on the Maumee River makes the
water unsafe to drink, he said.
Two sludge lagoons will also
be built to provide a holding
filace for the water to settle beore the clear water is put into
the reservoir, Barber said.

Republican vice-presidential candidate Dan Quayle spoke to about
1,200 people Tuesday at a rally in Napoleon. Next to him stands Rep.

BG News/Susan Schulz
Delbert Latta (bottom right), enduring the brisk weather to listen to
Quayle on the first stop of his "Harvest Tour."

Napoleon greets Quayle
GOP Harvest Tour launched yesterday in nearby town
by Amy Burkett
wire editor

NAPOLEON — "We're Gonna Sail with
Bush and Quayle," "Dan's Our Man" and
"Quayle Won't Fail" were just a few of the
homemade signs people displayed during
Republican vice-presidential candidate Dan
Quayle's stop in Napoleon Tuesday.
Quayle was greeted in Napoleon by 1,200
cheering people and three Henry County
bands, despite the brisk 40-degree temperature.
Spectators ranged from 10-month-old ba-

O See Reservoir, page 4.

bies to 88-year-old grandmothers. Classes
were delayed an hour at the city schools,
enabling students to attend Quayle's first
stop on (he "Harvest Tour."
Many members of the University Campus
Republicans students arrived in Napoleon
Monday to decorate the courthouse and the
bus with signs and flags.
Joan Van Cleve, graduate student in guidance and counseling, was a member of the
decorating group.
"We came down last night at 4:30 p.m. to
start decorating and we stayed up all night
in shifts to guard the decorations so that
Democrats could not come in and vandalize

anything," she said. "We all had a great
time. We were able to meet secret service
agents which was really exciting for us. I'm
glad I had the opportunity to experience
Ben Wolverton, a badge salesman from
Raleigh, N.C. and recent graduate of North
Carolina University, said his badges — both
Republican and Democrat — are excellent
items to sell on the campaign trail.
"I've been on the campaign circuit for the
past 10 days and covered over 3,000 miles,"
Wolverton said. "The badges are hot items
at these rallies so I'm making a killing."

The "Dan Caravan," as
Quayle called it, left Napoleon and made stops in
Ottawa, Celina, Van Wert
and Greenville before calling it quits for the day.
Quayle explained why he
was in Napoleon and Dukakis, the Democratic
presidential nominee, was
not.
"We've come here to
hear the heart beat of the
heartland," Quayle said.
"I bet Dukakis doesn't
want to come here to Napoleon because he doesn't
want to meet his Waterloo
any sooner than be has to."
His speech criticized the
Massachusetts governor's
position on furloughs for
criminals convicted of
first-degree murder.
Quayle referred to the
instance of Willy Horton,
who was sentenced to life
in prison without parole for
the brutal stabbing of a
17-year-old boy. Horton
stuffed the boy's body into
a trash can.
"Dukakis allowed Horton to go on furlough and
on his 10th furlough, April
1987, he escaped, Quayle
said.
Ten months after escaping, Horton stalked a couple in Maryland. He repeatedly stabbed the man
and raped his fiance.
Suayle questioned how
iakis could allow Horton to be given furlough at
all.
"No other state has such
a liberal policy as Massachusetts, Quayle said.
O See Quayle, page 4.

Soviets invade U.S.labs Eating disorders battled
WASHINGTON (AP) - Lax
security at Energy Department
nuclear weapons laboratories
has allowed agents from the Soviet bloc and other countries to
gain access to sensitive
research facilities, congressional investigators reported Tuesday.
The visits took place at the
national laboratories at Los
Alamos and Sandia in New Mexico and Livermore in California,
where scientists conduct advanced research on nuclear
weapons and the Strategic Defense Initiative, known as Star
Wars, according to a congressional report.
The foreign visitors included
specialists from the Soviet bloc.
China and nations believed
either to have nuclear weapons
or are seeking to develop them,

including India, Pakistan, Israel, Brazil and Argentina.
Officials at the FBI and CIA
declined to discuss possible
espionage investigations stemming from the incidents and it
was not clear whether any secrets had been lost, according to
the report by the General Accounting Office, the investigative arm of Congress.
The Department of Energy
"generally does not follow its
own requirements and obtain
background information on foreign visitors and assignees from
communist and other sensitive
countries," the GAO report said.
As a result, it said, "suspected
foreign agents and individuals
from facilities suspected of conducting nuclear weapons activities have obtained access to the
laboratories without prior DOE

Wednesday
According to the National Weather
Service at the Toledo
Express Airport, today's weather forecast calls for variable
cloudiness and a 30
percent chance of
rain or snow Hurries.
The high will be 46
degrees. Tonight will
be mostly clear with
the low between
25-30. Thursday's
weather outlook calls for mostly sunny
skies and a high In the mid- to upper-40>.

University groups to provide information to students

knowledge," the report said.
It found the department "allows foreign nationals from
communist and proliferation
risk countries into the laboratories to discuss subjects that could
assist nuclear weapons programs."
The report was prepared for
release at a hearing today of the
Senate Committee on Government Operations.
Congressional investigators
found that of the 6,700 foreigners
allowed to visit the weapons
laboratories between January
1986 and September 1987, 222
were from communist countries
and 675 were from other countries deemed to be espionage or
proliferation risks.

Editor's note: This is the second of a three-part
series.
by Jeff Batdorf
staff reporter

To combat possible eating disorder problems at
the University, Greek Life and Residential Services have sponsored programs to provide facts
about the disorders.
Laurie Allen, assistant director of Greek Life,
said programs are presented by request to sororities or fraternities and inform members about the
myths, the medical side effects and recovery options for the disorders.
"We do the programs for educational purposes
and we need to stress that it's something that
needs to have medical attention because if it is not
treated it can be life-threatening," Allen said.
She said University staff and counseling members and, on occasion, employees of the St. Vincent
Medical Center's Eating Disorder Center in Toledo
assist in the presentations.

The Eating Disorder Dilemma

D See Programs, page 4.

News in Brief
Details still unannounced
about Reagan's BG visit

Students given chance
to be 're-membered'

A local parish is planning an activity for Catholic
Although details for President Ronald Reagan's
visit to Bowling Green Oct. 19 were expected to be students wanting to get Involved in the church
announced Tuesday, an aide for U.S. Congressman
Tonight, at a general gathering at the St. ThoDelbert Latta (R-6th District) said the White
mas More University Parish, students can be "reHouse has not yet released the information.
membered."
The gathering, an informal coffee hour, is for
Reagan will speak on behalf of Republican
presidential nominee George Bush and local Re- Catholic students who want to be re-activated, or
publicans during the visit, his third stop in Wood non-Catholics interested in the religion.
The Rev. Herb Weber said this is the first time
County since becoming president.

they have "tried anything like this" and are possibly planning to do it a couple times through the
year.
The church plans to "run a series of seminars, if
that is the request from people," he said.
The meeting will be at the Antioch Library in the
church. Weber said this is generally a time to discuss with Catholics who are not attending if they
wish to re-activate.
If students are unable to attend the meeting,
they can obtain information by calling 352-7555 or
from the parish at 425 Thurstin Ave.
-byLori Miller

Editorial
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Absent visitor check
may hurt 'arms' edge
The Department of Energy may have allowed
some of the most sensitive secrets of the
United States' nuclear defense systems to fall into
the hands of rival nations.
Nearly 1,000 visitors, nuclear specialists and
some suspected government agents from Soviet
bloc countries and nations attempting to loin the
nuclear club, visited the facilities between January
1986 and September 1987.
Congressional investigators checked the circumstances surrounding 181 of those visits. They found
that 176 of the visitors should have had background
checks before they visited the laboratories, yet only
six were researched prior to their visits.
At a time when the United States and the Soviet
Union are working to reduce — and perhaps ultimately eliminate — nuclear arms, this comes as a
terrifying revelation.
If another, maybe less-stable, country gains the
knowledge to build nuclear arms or the Soviet
Union gets information it believes gives it an advantage in the arms race, the current move toward
disarmament could come to a screeching halt.
The fact this knowledge may have come from a
simple case of inefficient bureaucracy at the DOE
makes the news even harder to swallow.
If there is ever to be any hope of ending the nuclear arms race, the United States needs to make
sure its own incompetence doesn't help any more
contestants join in — or literally hand the Soviets
the secrets that made them respect America's nuclear power.

Center will provide
valuable resources
When it comes to preventing drug and alcohol
abuse, students can never have too many
means of support.
Thanks to a grant from the U.S. Department of
Education, an Alcohol Education Center will be established on campus to educate freshmen about
drug and alcohol abuse prevention. Based on data
collected over the past six years, it was determined
that a majority of students consume alcohol beverages each month.
Although the University sponsors periodical alcohol and drug abuse awareness programs and
offers such outlets as Dry Dock — which serves
non-alcoholic beverages, the center will offer additional assistance as well as establish new programs.
Since many students cannot legally drink alcohol,
this will be excellent resource — especially since
freshmen are away from home and peer pressure
increases.
Although the center is a valuable resource, the
lack of participation in the center's programs
would be wasting the money given to the University
with the intention of helping students.
While some students believe they can handle the
peer pressure to drink or the risks in using a fake
ID to purchase alcohol or gain entrance into a bar,
don't risk it. Until the plans are finalized, seek
other means of "non-alcoholic" fun.
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Give athlete medal for citizenship
Jackie Joyner-Kersee, winner
of two gold medals at the Olympics in Seoul, is being called the
world's greatest female athlete
by newspapers everywhere, but
I think she is doing something
even more important than winning gold medals in Seoul.

...Jackie Joyner-Kersee is an even greater
person for remembering her roots and for
striving to see that more of the talented
young people in that depressed city have
a chance.

Jackie Joyner-Kersee deserves a gold medal for citizenship. Let me tell you why.

long-jumped 16 feet-9 inches at
age 12. (Her gold medal winning
jump in Seoul was 24 feet 3 1/2
inches.) She has signed a sponsorship contract with 7-Up to
help fund a foundation to reopen
the center for young athletes in
East St. Louis.

When she entered the stadium
in Seoul for the closing ceremonies on the shoulders of her husband, Bob Kersee, she carried a
sign: "I Love East St. Louis, Illinois."
Today, East St. Louis is a city
of devastation, of crime, of unpaid city employees, of intense
poverty - but also a city with
marvelous people. It is a city
that many— black and whitehave fled and forgotten.

Jackie, now 26, grew up in
poverty. Press accounts say she
sometimes ate bread and
mayonnaise for dinner and the
family used to collect plastic
tubs of water in the kitchen because their pipes froze frequently.

Jackie Joyner-Kersee wants
to return to reopen the Mary E.
Brown Community Center
where she ran her first track
meet at age 9 and where she

She remembers her mother
telling her, "Don't get pregnant
at a young age, and make sure

you finish school." Jackie graduated from UCLA with scholastic honors and in the top 10 percent of her class. Her mother
died of meningitis in 1981 at age
38, but Jackie says she feels her
mother is with her in spirit.
Says Jackie: "I have this
burning desire to get out there
and do my best. It's as if I'm
keeping it all in a little bottle,
and it's all going to come out
when I do the Best I'm capable
of doing."
East St. Louis has so much potential, and the people there
have so much potential.
The former U.S. ambassador

Jackie Joyner-Kersee is a
great athlete. But she is an even
greater person for remembering
her roots and for striving to see
that more of the talented young
pie in that depressed city
ave a chance.
America is one family. When
anyone in that family hurts, ultimately all of us hurt.
People in East St. Louis are
hurting and Jackie JoynerKersee wants to help heal the
wounds.
She needs to be joined by public policy that does the same.

BLOOM COUNTY
by

LETTERS
UCF Center is
not local church

Answers sought in Students shouldn't
Losey leaving job fund Escort Service

As the two campus ministers
at the UCF Center, my husband
and I are appreciative of your
editorial recently on our drive to
collect relief items for the people of Jamaica.
We agree that college students
can participate in these efforts
and thus educate themselves
about the vital role philanthropy
fills in our society.
We ask one correction, lust
because your newspaper does
reach the majority of our community. The UCF Center is not a
local church. Many times students who have had negative
experiences with religion ask us
this very question: Are you a
church I have to Join?"
The UCF Center is an ecumenical Protestant campus ministry, sponsored by eight statewide denominations. We offer
many programs from Bible
study to a meeting place for the
Peace Coalition. We do counseling and we help students struggle with their questions about
identity, values and the meanings of their life experiences.
Everyone is welcome to any of
our programs— and over the
years many different people involved themselves. But please
help us correct the common
misconception that we are a
church which takes in members.
We are not.
The Rev. Karen Thompson
UCF Center director

In response to the BG News
article on Thursday, Sept. 29,
concerning the candidates running for Wood County Sheriff. I
would be interested in the
reasons why Mr. Losey left the
job of deputy sheriff to pursue
other career opportunities. If
once Quitting the position, why
would he want to get back into ft
again? Why did he leave his
position at Liquor Control after
such a short time?
Where does Mr. Losey get the
idea that running a "kiddie hotel" is the same as running a
county jail? Running a county
jail in this day and age requires
much more law enforcement
expertise than taking care of a
half dozen juveniles. Chief Matthew Brichta has 28 years of
exemplary service in the law enforcement area— 20 years in the
Wood County community, 15
years of his service was spent in
staff officer positions. This man
has more than enough qualifications to administer a correctional institution the size of the
new Wood County facility.
The choice is yours. Do you
want a man who changes careers as often as some people
change their socks, or one who
has devoted his life to the safety
and well-being of his community.
KimSteinman
7720 Dowling #2A, Perrysburg

I am responding to the article
in the Oct. 4th issue of the BG
Newsregarding the Student Escort Service. One of the workers
recommended an increase in the
General Fee so that volunteers
could be paid to work past midnight. Although, this worker's
intentions were noble, I believe
it is the University's responsibility to fund the service, not the
students' responsibility. It is the
University's job to maintain
safety on campus. That is why it
hires a police force and pays this
force with money from state
subsidies; General Fees are not
use to fund this security.
Furthermore, it is to the University's advantage in the long
run to pay for escorts. If BGSU
develops a reputation that its
female students cannot go out
past midnight, it will lose some
of its appeal for incoming
freshmen. A loss of these FTEs
would be much more expensive
to the University than would be
the cost of paying escorts. It
might seem cold-hearted to express the situation in the above
terms, but economic considerations determine many University decisions. It is too bad that
this decision cannot be based on
students' welfare.
Dan Sandweiss
750 9th Street Apt. L

RespondThe BG News editorial page
is your campus forum.
The News encourages and
welcomes any and all guest
columnists.
Additional opinions may be
expressed in letters to the editor.
Letters to the editor should
be a maximum of 200-300
words in length and should be

to the United Nations, Donald
McHenry, grew up in East St.
Louis and has done much to help
that city.
Katherine Dunham, the ballet
and dance pioneer who received
the Albert Schweitzer Music
Award grew up in East St. Louis
and still maintains a home
there. She has also done much to
stimulate young people to take
an interest in culture and in
their African-American heritage.

typewritten, double-spaced, offensive, malicious or libeand signed. Address or on- lous. All submissions are subcampus mailbox number along ject to condensation.
with your telephone number
Please address all submisfor verification, must be in- sions to:
cluded.
University students writing
columns must provide class
rank, major and hometown.
Editorial Editor
The News reserves the right The BG News
to reject any material that is 211 West Hall

Local
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Election appeal Greeks give aid to Link
resolved by USG
by Deborah Kennedy
copy editor

by Barbara A. Weadock
staff reporter

Alan Isham suspended his appeal on the District One representative election to the Undergraduate Student Government minutes before the case was to be heard Monday night.
"After the USG meeting, it was brought to my attention that the
(at-large senator) position was open," Isham said.
He said what he really wanted was a seat in USG and to work on
making elections fair. Accepting the seat was a way to get what he
wanted, he said.
"This way I can make a difference in USG and do something positive," Isham said.
There is a possibility of another at-large seat opening in addition to
the one Isham may take. Isham said he thought that spot would be
offered to Robert Lewis— who lost his appeal in District Four.
The opening of seats and appointment of representatives are tentative, pending USG general assembly approval.
Anthony Snyder, winner of the District One seat, said it turned out
great because he would be able to retain his seat and Isham would
also be able to sit in the government.
"Once you get people that want to be members, you don't want to
kick them out on a technicality," Isham said.

More than $3,000 was raised
SI IFC and Panhel through
cket sales for the Homecoming football game against Ohio
University.
But the University athletics
department was not alone in
benefiting from the sales.
According to Phil Goldstein,
associate director/financial affairs for the athletics department, one-half of the money —
approximately $1,500 — will be
donated to The Link. Bowling
Green's crisis referral center.
Melissa Puckett, president of
Panhel, said the decision to donate the money to the Link was
based on the center's in-

volvement with the University.
"TTiere were several charities we considered," Puckett
said. "We chose The Link because we wanted to give a little
back to an organization which
serves the University community."

Ellen Bowers, executive director for the Center of Human
Services of Wood County, said
The Link serves both the city
and University community and
is grateful to be the recipient of
the money.
"Basically, this money will
allow us to expand on our present services," Bowers explained. "It will probably be
used to purchase any furnishings or equipment we need plus
allow us to provide more food
and lodging.
Goldstein said the athletic

department plans to recognize
the Greek chapter which sold
the most tickets at the Student
Appreciation Day football
game for Oct. 22. In addition,
chapter members will be given
reserved seat tickets to that
night's hockey game against
Ohio State.
Student Appreciation Day is
co-sponsored by the athletic department and the BG News and
will recognize campus organizations and waive the admission fee for the football game
for any student with a valid student identification card.
The day's events will allow all
students to receive a free hot
dog and soft drink and give any
student attending the game the
opportunity to win a trip for two
to Florida, in addition to
several gifts from downtown
merchants.

Ohio considering values education
by Barbara A. Weadock
staff reporter

"Character Education," similar to
that taught in schools 100 years ago and
continued unoffically ever since, may
once again be formalized if the Ohio
State Board of Education acts upon a report submitted during a September
meeting.
The board received the proposal, designed to develop American values for
kindergarten through 12th-grade students, said Robert Bowers, spokesman
for the State Department of Education.
According to the report, the program
would foster individual character traits
such as compassion, courtesy, tolerance,
honesty, sell-discipline, self-respect, responsibility, courage, diligence and integrity.

"There does seem to be a trend to reexamine values and how we might promote them in society," said JoAnne Martin-Reynolds, a University professor.
The eight-page report was compiled by
a 16-member committee selected
through nominations by various academic and social organizations.
"If we assume the program is accepted, we would develop a curriculum and
encourage the implementation of it,"
Bowers said.
He said in the program, morals would
be used as a part of the teaching method
and would use examples of desired morals relevant to traditional subject areas
such as social studies, history or English.
"We would see it as an integral part of
the total system," Bowers said.
"We have a different orientation because of the First Amendment, but those
ideals (presented in the proposal) have a

strong origin in the Judeo-Christian
ethic,'Bowerssaid.
Martin-Reynolds said the reason
schools have stayed away from character education is because of the separation
of church and state. However, she said
several states (California, Colorado,
Kentucky, Maryland and Tennessee) are
looking at the issue.
Bowers said the program is not viewed
as an indoctrination, but as education.
Martin-Reynolds said "McGuffey's
Readers are prime examples of how
schools have encouraged character development."
Interest in character education is making a comeback in education, MartinReynolds said.
Though the proposal has not been implemented. Bowers estimated the program will actually start this year and
will continue on a larger scale at the beginning of the 1989-90 school year.

Suspect
to face
hearing

If implemented, the program would be
voluntary, but the State Board could
eventually make it a requirement, he
said.
"Something from the State (Department of Education) could be recommended and local boards could make definite decisions," Martin-Reynolds said.
"Most school districts would like to establish their own policies to reflect the
values of the communities."
The idea is not far removed from the
current methods of teaching, Bowers according to Bowers.
"I don't see it as being that controversial. This is being taught at present,
though not in an official way," Bowers
said.
Margaret Ishler, director of field experiences in the College of Education, said
many of the education program descriptions already contain references to
teaching values.

by Beth Church
copy editor

The case of Juan M.
Saavedra, of Woodville,
who was arrested Oct. 2 for
allegedly raping a University student, was bound
over to the Wood County
Grand Jury Friday.
In a preliminary hearing
Friday in Bowling Green
Municipal Court, the Wood
County Prosecutor's Office
{iresented enough evidence
or the court to find probable cause and bind the case
over to the grand jury, according to Alan R.
Mayberry, assistant prosecuting attorney.
The grand Jury will meet
beginning Oct. 19. If the
grand jury finds enough
evidence to take Saavedra
to trial, he will be arraigned during a session beginning Oct. 31.
Mayberry said he could
not comment on the
strength of the state's
case.
Saavedra is being held in
Wood County Jail in lieu of
a $17,500 cash bond.
According to the sheriff's department, Saavedra
allegedly raped the student
after picking her up in his
pickup truck on a Bowling
Green street around midnight Oct. 1. The student
allegedly accepted a ride
back to campus and reported the incident to University Police, who then
contacted the sheriff's department.
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MAKE YOUR PLANS NOW - STUDENT APPRECIATION DAY -

OCTOBER 22
FALCONS VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST.
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WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER 2, 1988
SHOW STARTS AT 8:00 P.M.
ANDERSON ARENA
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Tickets go on sale October 12th
at the Student Services Forum
from 800 a.m. to3 00 pm.

LIMIT OF 4 TICKETS PER STUDENT WITH VALID BGSU I.D.
■ Students may charge tickets to BGSU bursar accounts

Pick up your 1988 KEY from 10
a.m. to4 p.m. Monday-Friday

OC'OBt"? 13th reserved seats tor genera1 p..;
ana BGSU students $12 CO
on sale at

$15.00

UNION TICKET OFFICE, FINDERS, BOOGIE RECORDS,
ABBEY ROAD, and the SHED.

OPENING ACT TO BE ANNOUNCED

Please bring valid I.D.
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Films portray pacifists
by Kathy Fox
staff reporter

Luther King, Jr.
Documentaries on the lives of Thomas Merton
and Dorthy Day will be presented over the next
two Wednesdays with discussions following.

Many students believe they must be aggressive
to succeed in the modern world, but one University
group is debating the Issue of pacifism in today's
society.

All showings will be held in 115 Education Building, with the exception of the Thomas Merton film
and panel discussion. The Merton segment will be
held in 515 Life Science Building.

English intern instructor and Peace Coalition
member Crate Hergert set up a documentary film
series about five pacifists ot the 20th century because he thought it was important to inform people
about pacifism, the belief that violence is an unacceptable option in any circumstance.

The panel discussion, rounding out the series on
Nov. 2, will question whether pacificism is a realistic choice for today's world, Hergert said.

"I thought it was important to inform them (students) about what pacifism is," Hergert said.
"One way to do that is to take a look at some influential pacifists of the 20th century."

"We want to bring in someone whose answer to
the question is 'no' he said. "It's not going to be a
loaded panel." Also discussed at the panel will be
the influence or lack of influence that the pacifists
had on the speakers, Hergert said.

The series, which began Sept. 28 with a documentary about Mohandas K. Gandhi, will continue
tonight at 8 p.m. with a film about the life of Martin

"If students should go out of college without
learning about Gandhi, King and Einstein, they
will have failed," Hergert said.

Musical duo to perform
Flute, guitar used to present history of women

The performance also includes biographical accounts
and anecdotes about recognized
women performers and composers.
The group will be performing

national programs on campus.
"Chapters who have sponsored these programs have been
very successful in creating
awareness and information to
their members," Allen said.

dent in human development and
family studies, works as a group
therapist at the Eating Disorder

Center and helped put on programs in the residence halls last
year.

Barbara Keller, director of
residential services, said the residence halls have also conducted programs about eating disorders and will probably continue scheduling them for this
year.
Jill Draheim, graduate stu-

Q Continued from page 1.
Earlier this year, the Board of
Public UtUities decided not to
provide recreational access to
the reservoir, said Bob Callecod,
director of parks.
"Given the present circumstances of lack of available land,
and the lack of funds to acquire
land for recreational use, it was
decided not to develop the land

staff reporter

BG News/Susan Schulz

UB Early!
Brian Pcionek. sophomore architectural design major, waits outside the Student Services Building to purchase tickets for the OB40 concert that went on sale at 8 a.m. today. Pcionek began waiting Tuesday afternoon, saying it was warmer last year when he waited for IMXS tickets.

The musical duo, consisting of
classical guitarist Janna MacAuslan and flutist Kristan Aspen, will use a wide range of
styles to make a chronological
presentation of women's history
In music from the 1700s to the
present.

compositions including Isabella
Leonardo, an Italian composer,
Elizabeth Jacquet de la Guerre,
a composer to Louis xrv in
France and Madam Sidney
Pratten from Victorian England.
Among the 20th century works
to be performed are pieces by
Gwvneth Walker, Theresa Clark
and the featured duo.
As "Musica Femina," MacAuslan and Aspen have been
touring nationally together for
the past four years.

by Debbie Hippie

A Portland, Ore., based flute
and guitar duo will perform at
the Women for Women coffee
house today in the Amani Commons at 7 p.m.
The group, called "Musica
Femina," will present "a history of women in music from
1700 to the present," Stephanie
Lynch, a member of Women for
Women, said Monday.

Programs

SWEETEST DAY - Saturday, Oct. 15
Surprise lhai Special Someone wiih a
balloon bouquet delivered in costumeMany costumes to choose from!

The

st= Balloonman 352 606i

D Continued from page 1.
Many national headquarters of
fraternities and sororities also
present programs about food
disorders upon request, Allen
said.
She said the programs generally show video tapes and provide workshops to teach selfassessment to nelp students recognize bow people develop the
eating disorders.
She said many University
fraternities and sororities have
requested and presented the

Cavani String Quartet
Friday, October 14
8:00 p.m.
Bryan Recital Hall
Moore Musical Arts Center
BGSU

2nd Smash Week I
HURRY ENDS SOON I
NIGHTLY AT
7:15 & 9:30 P.M.

wanaft

All Seats $5
Student tickets hall price,
limit 2 tickets.
Call: 372-8171
Box Office Open 12 noon 6 p.m. weekdays

YOUNG CONCERT ARTIST SERIES

Now You Can Curl
Your Hair Without
Putting A Crimp
In Your Budget

National Student
Exchange

7

(Spend a term or a
[year at one of over

80 colleges

INFORMATION SESSION
THURS.OCT. 13 4:00 p .m.

Union - Ohio Suite
Center for Academic Options

r11

3

Pay no out-of state
fees

231 Administration

372-8202

Reservoir
for recreational purposes now,"
Callecod said.
However, Callecod said he
was asked to look into possibilities to provide access for fishing.
Although the reservoir will not
be stocked with fish, fish tend to
naturally appear in bodies of
water, he said.

Quayle
D Continued from page 1.
"But then you have to understand how bizarre Massachusetts' policy has been for the
past seven years."
According to Quayle, Massachusetts has let a first-degree
murderer on furlough on the
average of one a day, for a total
of 338 killers a year.
"The only reason I bring up
this situation is that the American public has a right to know
this man's attitude toward pub-

lic safety," Quayle said.
"If Dukakis were elected, he
would legalize prostitution, remove the words 'under God'
from the Pledge of Allegiance
and take away all tax exemptions for churches," he said.
Quayle concluded his speech
by assuring the audience that if
George Bush is elected president, the attitude in the White
House will be different than the
attitude in the Massachusetts
Statehouse.

ALL YOU CAN EAT
SPAGHETTI
WITH MEAT SAUCE AND GARLIC BREAD
TONIGHT 4:30 - 7:00
M.OO
THE PHEASANT ROOM - 2nd FLOOR UNIVERSITY UNION
No Reservations accepted for this special
Food coupons accepted 4:30 - 7:00 p.m. daily

Food Specials
2 for 1 Pln» (Bay Oaw Pim Get Next
SiM Smaller Frw)
TUESDAY
11-9 MIM * Salad Smorgasbord UM
WEDNESDAY 11-9 Spaghetti Dtaaer $1.25
MONDAY

It's easy with the Fiesta Fall Perm Sale!
During the month of October
you can save $10 on two of
our best Zotos perms! No
matter what look you want,
curls, waves or just a little
more body, with Popular Demand ® or Warm and Gentle ®
Zotos Perms you'll always

get the look you love! Stop by
any of our convenient locations soon. You never need
an appointment-just walk in,
and Save!
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11-9

I FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

11-9
11-9
11-9

Salad Bur $1.25 extra, Wine 50C extra
LIUIBI Dtaaer S2.25,
Salad Bar 75C extra, Wtae 50c extra
Pizza A Salad Smorjaabord S4.M
Burrlloi $2.75
Pizxa * Salad Smorgasbord $4.00

in January you'll have a day oil
in memory ol Martin Luther King, Jr.
How about spending two hours
tonight to find out why?

U
The Great Pacifists Film Series presents
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5-9
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832 S. MAIN ST. • 352-9763
WOODLAND MALL • 352-9084

CAMPUS
POLLYEYES
"A Gathering Place"
• Live Music Wed. - Sat.
• Over 80 imported beers
$7.00
Any Lara. M loch
Two Itam Pan Pixia *
One Quart of Coke

POLLYEYES PIZZA
440 E. Court Strati
3S2-MM
.—nEUULYSrU.

WltaAay
LaratSas, larrito, Or
Larat Salad (CM. Vaj., Tan or Turkey)

POLLYEYES PIZZA
440 E. Court Straat

iVlSktW

A brief talk on King
by Dr. Philip Royster, Ethnic Studies
followed by the film,
"King, A Filmed Record:
Montgomery to Memphis"
Tonight, 8 p.m., 115 Education
FREE and open to the public
Sponsored by Th« P«ac« Coalition

Elsewhere
Dukakis aims for Ohio
Staff bolstered to carry Indispensable' state
COLUMBUS(AP) — Democratic presidential
candidate Michael Dukakis added to his already
beefed-up Ohio staff Tuesday, bringing in some
Florida operatives and Gerald Austin, one of
Ohio's top political strategists.

Seven former Dukakis campaign workers in
Florida, notably Paul Pezzella, who was campaign
director, and Steve Rosenfeld, whose title was political director, are due to arrive in Ohio on Thursday, Treibitz said.

Dukakis campaign spokesman Scott Treibitz
said the moves reflect a belief that Ohio is winnable while Dukakis' prospects in Florida— a traditional Republican stronghold— have not been as
encouraging.

Bograd, who said his duties are basically to
oversee Dukakis' campaign message and schedule, said Pezzella will assist in Cleveland in the
governor's get-out-the-vote effort, while Rosenfeld
will be based in Columbus with duties in the area of
communications and scheduling.

He stressed that the Massachusetts governor
has not conceded Florida and said the transferred
officials are being replaced. But Dukakis believes
that Ohio, along with Michigan, Illinois. California
and Texas, are indispensable in his bid for the
White House, Treibitz said.

Bograd said Sweitzer, who has headed past
campaigns for Ohio's U.S. Sen. Howard Metzenbaum and former Vice President Walter Mondale,
will assist with the day-to-day operations of the
campaign. Austin will work as a consultant on
strategy for Ohio and the Midwest, and also on
Austin, who established his Ohio credentials communications, Bograd said.
with a series of Democratic victories leading to
Gov. Richard Celeste's re-election landslide in Bograd, asked whether there's a danger that the
1986, served as national campaign manager to Je- proliferation of duties and officials might result in
sse Jackson's bid this year for the Democratic confusion or turf battles, said he does not anticipate a problem.
presidential nomination.
Paul Bograd, who came to Ohio from New York,
and Don Sweitzer, of Washington, D.C., Dukakis'
"We've all been together a long time. We realize
national finance director, along with the Florida it's a campaign and there are things that have to
transfers, round out the enlarged staff which re- get done,' said Bograd, whose credentials include
mains headed by Cathi Rogers, Dukakis' Ohio Gary Hart's upset victory in Ohio's 1984 Democracampaign director.
tic primary.

Teamster's trial begins
CLEVELAND (AP) — A trial
to begin Wednesday in U.S. District Court will highlight the role
of Ohio's most powerful Teamsters Union official in an alleged
$700,000 embezzlement scheme.
Harold Friedman, 66, was indicted May 16, 1986, on two
counts of labor racketeering,
two on embezzlement and two on
making false statements to the
U.S. Department of Labor.
The president of the
5,000-member Teamsters Local
507, founded in Cleveland in
1967, is also an international vice
president of the union, the new
president of the Ohio Conference
of Teamsters and the leader of
Teamsters Joint Council 41 in
northeast Ohio. He is also president of Bakery Workers Local 19
in Cleveland.
The co-defendant is Anthony

Hughes, 52, Local 507 recording
secretary, who is charged with
two counts of labor racketeering
and one count of embezzlement.
On Oct. 3 questionnaires were
handed out to 125 prospective
jurors in an effort to save lawyers in case-time in the interrogation process needed to come
up with a 12-person panel. The
trial is expected to last four to
six weeks.
Federal prosecutors will try to
prove that Friedman and
Hughes had a role in placing
three "ghosts," or people who
were paid and did no union
work, on the Local 507 payroll.
The jury trial will culminate a
federal probe that first came to
light six years ago on Oct. 8,
1982, when deputy U.S. marshals
and agents of the Department of
Labor inspector general's office
seized records at the Local 507
building.

Until recently, both Friedman
and Hughes were overshadowed
by the defense of Jackie Presser, Teamsters president from
1983 until this year and Local
507's secretary-treasurer. Presser, who was accused in the indictment of masterminding the
scheme, died July 9.
Federal prosecutors had considered the indictment in 1985,
but held back after FBI agents
revealed Presser's informant
relationship.
Presser's defense, according
to statements of defense attorney John R. Climaco, would
have been that Presser was told
to place certain men on the
local's payroll and to keep them
there, in order to protect and
enhance his informant role.
The Justice Department's
Strike Force Against Organized
Crime maintains that Presser
never had such authorization.

Send for your free catalog
Fret Catalog

835 High St. 352-9378
Office Hours: 9:00-4:30 Mon. - Fri.
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ATTHE LODGE
WEDNESDAY SPECIAL:

ALL YOU CAN EAT BEEF RIBS
for only $4.95
o«.e«.
354-2535
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BEST DEAL IN TOWN!!!
• FULL COCKTAIL SERVICE -

FIRST RID
Mon. Oct. 24th Si
Wed, Oct. 26th
Toft Room in Union
w
7 pm-9 pm
$25 payable at
signups
X Instructor: Red Cross
* Minimum of 6 people
*
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Diocesan spokesman Rev.
Ron Lengwin said church officials first learned of the allegations from one of the reported
victims on Sept. 22, 1967, and
Wolk was interviewed immediately and removed from his
assignment two days later.

"I renounce you! I renounce you as the anti-Christ," shouted Paisley, leader
of the Irish Protestant Democratic Unionist Party, who
was instantly surrounded by
about a dozen deputies to the
Parliament.

"Our response was to follow
the diocesan policy that was set
for cases of alleged sexual misconduct," Lengwin said.

r™^
cinema.

Young's Newsstand
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EVENINGS 7:00-9-35

Downtown
KANSAS P
EVENINGS 9:20 ONLY

Sponsored by Women for Women

7 PM

•v'E N:\GS 6 50 ONLY

ALIEN NATION
EVENINGS 7.05 9:45

9 AM • 6 PM
GORILLAS IN
TNIMISTP&13
EVENINGS 645 9.15
HEARTBREAK
HOTIl PG-13
EVENINGS 715 9:30
^

Call (419) 372-7133 for Information I
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CM
Wednesdays:
Oct. 26th Si Nov. 2nd
Faculty Lounge
in Union
7 pm-9 pm
$18.75 payable at
sign-ups
Instructor: Red Cross
Minimum of 6 people

COLOA ANALYSIS
Mon. Oct. 17th
Foculty Lounge
in Union
7 pm-10 pm
$12.50 payable at
sign-up
Instructor: Dr. Deonno
Radetoff

OLCMBV'S
HfllHSTVUNG AND
HAIACAAC
Tuesday. Nov. 8th
Faculty Lounge
m Union
7 pm-9pm
FR€€I
Instructor: Glemby's

Sign up In URO offlca 3rd floor Union - 372-2543

204 FINE ARTS

BETRAYED

"THE DRAMA OF THE STARS II! - A8TRODRAMA"
As in ancient stone circles and as with Shakespeare's Astrodrama, Barbara Hand
Clow is one of four people world-wide using astrodrama to teach astrology.
BRING LUNCH
Ilt is strongly suggested that you eat lightly ■ salad, fruit juice, no fast foods.

MIXOLOGV
Mondays: Oct. 17th.
Oct. 24th. Oct. 31st.
Nov. 14th Si Nov. 21st
in N.€. Commons
Nov. 7th in 404
Moseley Hall
7 pm-8 pm
$20 payable at sign-ups
Instructor: Mike Stempfe

By Friday, October 19th
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COCKTAIL

"Don't miss Hie next issue of your favorite

OCTOBER 15 BOOKSTORE FORUM

| laS® MINICOURSES FOR FALL 1988
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Paisley stood by his desk in
the back of the assembly
chamber during welcoming
remarks by Lord Plumb,
president of the Parliament.
As the pope began speaking,
he was immediately interrupted by Paisley, standing
about 11 rows from the pontiff.

LECTURE: "THE TRANSFORMATION OF THE PATRI"
Examination of the archetypal memory bank over the last 300.000 years by
means of the past life exploration has exposed the source of crippling fear, war,
and the destruction of basic human trust. This lecture will focus on enabling
ourselves to reclaim our ancient courage and power.

MINICOURSES MINICOURSES MINICOURSES MINICOURSES MINICOURSES

BEGINNING
PHOTOGflflPHV
Tuesdays: Oct. 18th,
Oct. 25th. Nov. 1st.
Nov. 8th Si Nov. 15th
Toft Room in Union
7 pm-9pm
$10 payable at
sign-ups
Instructor: Jeff Hall

Wolk is former pastor of St.
Thomas More Roman Catholic
Church in suburban Bethel Park
and is former assistant chancellor for the Roman Catholic Diocese of Pittsburgh.

Your Comic Connection is at...

OCTOBER 14
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Colville said he will seek
Wolk's extradition.

BARBARA HAND CLOW
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•CROSS FROM NSU

Allegheny County District Attorney Robert Colville also said
several other unnamed Roman
Catholic priests are suspected of
engaging in sexual activities
with other young men.
The Rev. Robert G. Wolk, 48, a
resident of St. Luke's Institute of
Suitland, Md., a psychiatric
care facility for priests, was
charged with four counts of involuntary deviate sexual intercourse and two counts each of
attempted involuntary deviate
sexual intercourse and corruption of minors, Colville said.

Pontiffs talk disrupted
by Irish militant leader
STRASBOURG, France
(AP) — The Rev. Ian Paisley,
a militant Protestant leader
from Northern Ireland, disrupted Pope John Paul Ws
unity speech to the European
Parliament on Tuesday by
shouting: "I renounce you as
the anti-Christ!"
The pontiff had just begun
delivering the key speech of
his four-day trip to northeastern France, a talk in
which he urged Europe to
adopt a common political
structure. The European Parliament is an advisory body to
the 12-member European
Economic Community.

SWEETEST DAY SPECIALS
October 12-15
Cash & Carry
Place your FTD Out of Town Orders NOW
Medium Stem Roses
Fancy Carnations
Mixed Bouquets

$10/doz.
$5/doz.
$4/pkg.

Sweetest Day
Mylar Balloons

Helium Filled
$3.00

Corsages - Planters - Arrangements - Plants

MYLES FLOWERS
434 E. Wooster DQ Building
Next to Racketeers

352-2002

•

BETHEL PARK, Pa. (AP) A Roman Catholic priest who
formerly was pastor of a suburban Pittsburgh church was
charged Tuesday with sexually
assaulting two altar boys over
six years.

early and use a rear entrance. But a small band of
demonstrators broke off from
the main body of protesters at
the building's main entrance
and blocked the other three
entrances.
Rather than trying to separate demonstrators from employees, police told the
workers the building was
closed. Two hours later,
police officers at intersections near the building approached workers ana told
them the building was closed.
The arrest procedure was
simple. Groups of a halfdozen or so protesters would
sit down outside the main entrance at the feet of a line of
police officers.

• •••*••••••••••••

Free Membership lo Cherrywood Health Spa

M

Protesters shut down FDA
over federal AIDS policy
ROCKVILLE. Md. (AP) Hundreds of demonstrators
angry with the federal
government's response to the
AIDS crisis effectively shut
down the Food and Drug Administration's headquarters
yesterday.
Authorities had arrested at
least 50 protesters by midmorning. Demonstration
leaders said they were aiming for 300 arrests by early
afternoon.
Scores of federal employees were stranded outside the sprawling 17-story
building wnen Montgomery
County police stopped letting
workers inside at 7:30 a .m.
The FDA had planned for
its 5,000 employees to arrive

October 12,19M

Pa. priest
charged
in assault
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Falcons eager for face-off in Alaska
by Al Franco
sports reporter

The Bowling Green hockey
team is chomping at the bit, they
have salivating glands, in sum,
they are ready to play some
hockey.
With the NCAA allowing
teams two additional weeks of
on-ice practice, BG head coach
Jerry York said this year's
offering is eager and ready for
its first action.
"We're into our fifth week
without facing an outside opponent," York said. "The team is
very anxious to make a bench
mark on how we stand against
our competition."
The Falcons open their slate
this Friday ana Saturday at

Alaska-Anchorage. Yes, that's
Alaska as in snowshoes, igloos,
and Eskimos, and for trivia
buffs, this the first time in history the Falcons travel outside
the continental United States.
And what will they bring with
them?
BG appears to have a balanced squad in terms of the
three"S's." That's she, speed,
and scoring, but the Falcons
also boast another strong intangible— leadership.
York said the team made a
worthy choice in selecting
seniors Alan Leggett and Greg
Parks as captains.
"They (Parks and Leggett)
are both excellent choices for
captains selected by their peers,
who rarely make a mistake
when choosing their representa-

Emerion
Park*
tives," York said. "Both Alan
and Greg follow a strong tradition of quality leadership in
ourprogram."
With Leggett comes the true
definition of "brains and
brawn." He carries a 4.0 in
microbiology and carries 6-1 200
lb. frame on the ice, anchoring
the BG defense.
Parks is a feisty playmaker
who can take charge of a game,

Leggett
Connell
especially of the physical, low
scoring variety.
Offensively, BG will be led by
Iunior Nelson Emerson and
'arks. Emerson finished as the
team leader in scoring and second in the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association scoring race
(just two points behind Western
Michigan's Paul Polillo) with 83
?>ints. He was named First
earn AU-CCHA, and was

Laxers' late goals save victory
by John Henderson
sports reporter

The Bowling Green lacrosse
team did not escape this weekend's win over Miami without a
scare.
Trailing 1-0 and missing three
starters on the unfriendly confines of MU's home turf , the
Falcons could have folded their
tents. But the turning point occurred after Bo's Steve
Scheurle tied the score at 1-1.

"A near bench-clearing brawl
broke out," Morgan Sullivan,
who was out with a sprained
wrist, said. "It could've been
easy to be intimidated because
they had more guys and about
400 fans there, but we fought
them and that sent Miami a
message: we came to win."
The Redskins regained the
lead, but tallies by Dennis Knoll
and Jeff Theise put the Falcons
ahead 3-2.
Miami again tied the contest
at 3-3, but Knoll's second goal

and a goal by Geoff Knapp put
BG ahead to stay. Miami scored
a goal with four minutes to play,
but BG played keep-away the
rest of the way and emerged M
victors.
"I was very pleased with our
reserves." Sullivan said. "They
stepped forward and just played
great in what turned out to be
our biggest game of the year."
Sullivan attributed the victory
over the more talented Redskin

DAVID HARRIS

SOCICDV

club to BG's ruthless prep-

aration.

"We practice five days a week
for two hours each time," Sullivan said. "We wore Miami down
and just played fundamental lacrosse. It was obvious that we
were in much better physical
condition than they were."
The Falcons played their
patented aggressive game, outhitting the Redskins from the
opening faceoff. The Falcons
also capitalized on some costly
Redskin errors.
"Our key to the victory was
capitalizing on their penalties by
scoring three extra-man goals,
Sullivan said.

TUT fiseer To Do
\ioB LAIUDRV ToMoRRoW,
firetaxcK.

Sullivan said hopes the momentum gained by the big victory will carry over into tonight's 7 p.m. clash at Toledo.

among the ten finalists for the
Hobey Baker Award, college
hockey's equivalent to the Heiaman.
Parks finished the season second on the team and third in the
CCHA with 74 points. Behind
Parks, Juniors Marc Potvin (36
pts.) and Joe Quinn (26 pts.) and
seniors Chad Arthur and Steve
Dickinson figure to pick up some
of the scoring slack lost with
Saduating seniors Don Barber,
idy Gribble, Brent Regan and
Brian Meharry.
Sophomores Matt Ruchty,
Pienick Maia, and Braden
Shavchook, appear to be making
a more confident transition from
their freshman campaigns and
will be looked to more often for
offensive production.
On defense, the Falcons lost

Cincinnati renames
resurrected defense
CINCINNATI (AP) —
This time, the Cincinnati
Bengals are doing the
barking.
Cincinnati's defensive
secondary has a new nickname — "the SWAT
Team" —and a new confidence that prompted cornerback Lewis Billups to
compare the Bengals
favorably to Cleveland's
more renowned "Dawg"
defense.
The Bengals' defensive
confidence is at a high
Ct after holding the New
E Jets to 226 net yards
Sunday in a 36-19 victory
that kept Cincinnati the
only unbeaten team in the
National Football League.
Billups was asked whether
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he thinks the Bengals' defensive secondary is the
best in the league.
"Who you going to compare us to right now?" Billups said.
A reporter suggested AllPro cornerbacks Frank
Minnifield and Hanford
Dixon, who anchor the
pass defense for Cleveland.
"Minny-who? I ain't
heard about him in a long
time. Has he got an interception yet?" Billups said
with a laugh.
"Hey, we're just having
a lot of fun," he added.
"We're 6-0 and playing as
well as we are, we re just
having fun."
Minnifield missed the
Browns' game at Riverfront Stadium against the
Bengals last month, won
by Cincinnati 24-17, with a
calf injury. He has been in
and out of the lineup with
the calf problem and a
Soin injury. He has not
tercepted a pass this

mm

THE GROOVE
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Scott Paluch to graduation, a
First Team AU-CCHA selection,
but still have an experienced
backline. They are led by the
senior tandem of Leggett and
Thad Rusiecki, while junior Kevin Dahl and sophomore Rob
Blake are more than adequate
defensemen.
Between the pipes, iunior Paul
Connell won the starting chores
by posting a 27-8-2 record last
season, while sophomore John
Burke is a capable back-up. The
two will share equal time this
weekend. Sophomore Christian
Albitz is third on the depth chart
behind Burke.
This year's freshmen crop has
the size and talent to make an
immediate impact. The Falcons
have nine true freshmen on their
Li See Hockey, page 7.

\

Dixon also has missed
substantial playing time
this season with a pulled
hamstring. He has two of
the Browns' eight interceptions.
Billups said he wasn't
afraid that the Dawgs
might be upset about being
kicked when they are
down.
"I don't care, the way
we're playing right now,
he said. "And they've said
some things about us. ...
I'm not trying to give you
lip service, but in comparison, their secondary right
now can't compare with
ours."
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pickup on Friday.

372-2641

■ONawt

McNeil promises better
BEREA, (AP) - The
Cleveland Browns' special
teams wasted a chance to bail
out their struggling offense this
week, but punt returner Gerald
McNeil doesn't plan to waste
any time worrying about it.
"I'm not going to go out and
fold up the tent because I
dropped a punt," McNeil said.
"I'll Just come back and get the
next one."
McNeil fumbled two punts in
Sunday's 16-10 loss to Seattle. He
recovered one of them himself;
the other, however, was grabbed
Stbe Seahawks' Grant Fea3el
the Cleveland 24-yard line to
set up Seattle's only touchdown.
McNeil refused to hang his
head about the critical firstquarter fumble, on which he was
attempting a fair catch of a
15-yard punt by Ruben Rodriguez.
"You've got to go for that
ball," McNeil said. ^'That's my
Job. Once you lose that feeling
and become tentative, you start
second-guessing yourself and
you can't compete. I'm sup-

posed to go up and field that ball, or 28 points a game," McNeil
position.''
said. "So you're going to look to
other aspects — your special
A gust of wind caught the high teams and your defense. Trie depunt at the last second, McNeil fense held them, but I dropped
said.
two (punts) and we had the
blocked field goal. That's not the
"The ball hit on my arm. You way you want your special
can see on the replay, I have my teams to play. That had to be the
arm out for the ball and it car- most discouraging part, for
ries," he said. "What can you me."
do? I had my eyes on the ball all
Coach Marty Schottenheimer
the way. You can't do anything
about the wind there. I don't said the breakdowns on the punt
think about It as a setback. Of receptions and the field goal attempt obscured an otherwise
course, it's disappointing."
gooa performance by the CleveThe Browns' special teams land kicking units.
also failed on a 25-yard field goal
"We got out of position on the
attempt by Matt Bahr, which field goal and of course we miwas blocked by Jeff Bryant and shandled the punt," he said.
returned 62 yards by Paul "But you have to overcome
Moyer to set up a Seattle field those things, and right now we
goal. Cleveland quarterback haven't been able to do that.
Mike Pagel, the holder on the Ironically, we covered kickoffs
kick, separated his shoulder and punts as well as we've ever
while tackling Moyer.
covered them. We did a pretty
!;ood Job returning kickoffs. Unortunately you can't take away
"The worst scenario in the
game was that personally I those two plays (the lost fumble
went into the game saying that and the blocked field goal), or I
our special teams needed to would have been able to say that
create something because our it was our best performance in
offense was not producing the 35 the kicking game."

October 12,IMS

Hockey
O Continued from page 6.
roster: Peter Holmes, Dan Bylsma, Martin Jiranek, Jim Solly,
Matt Weir, and Ty Eigner on
offense, while Otis Plageman,
Llew Ncwana, and Derek Hopko
are the rookie defensemen.
D D D
Notes:... In the 1988-89 CCHA
Coaches Pre-Season Poll, BG
was chosen fourth with 60 points
behind Lake Superior (75 pts.),
Michigan State (70 pts.), and
Western Michigan (63 pts.).
□ D D
The Falcons will begin the
season with Emerson, Maia, and
Quinn on the first line. The second line will consist of Parks,
Potvin, and Ruchty. Arthur.
Dickinson, and Holmes will
make up the third line. While the
line of Bylsma, Jiranek, and
Shavchook round out the Falcon
scoring attack. On defense. Rusiecki is paired with Blake,
while Leggett and Plageman,
Dahl and Ncwana team up. Solly
and Hopko will also make the
trip and see action.

I

AMERICAN
'CANCER

soatrv'

A's LaRussa names
rotation for series
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP)
— A rotation of Oakland
pitchers replete with
major-league hitting experience stepped back into
the batting cage Tuesday
in the Athletics' first preWorld Series workout.
Manager Tony La Russa
named Dave Stewart,
Storm Davis and Bob
Welch to pitch the first
three games of the Series,
just as they did in the A's
sweep of Boston in the
American League
playoffs.
Designated hitters can
be used only at Oakland for
Games 2, 3 and 4 next
week, an annual handicap
for the AL champions. But
the A's have five pitchers
on their staff who took
swings in the National
League — the top three
starters plus relievers
Dennis Eckersley and Rick
Honeycutt.

"They won't be able to
do enough (batting practice) in the next couple of
weeks to overcome the
disadvantage we have,"
La Russa said. "But our
starters are all good athletes, so I think they'll be
all right."
The A's are hoping regular second baseman Glenn
Hubbard, who was left off
the playoff roster due to a
hamstring pull, will be all
right for the Series. Mike
Gallego and Tony Phillips
will again hold down the
lob if he can't play.
"If he's healthy, expect
him to be on the roster,"
said La Russa, who has until Friday to submit a roster.
Another decision awaiting the A's manager is
whether to play Dave Parker or Luis Polonia in left
field to start the Series.

Team's bus
driver drunk
(AP)- Talk about bad nights.
Cleveland St. Joseph, ranked
No.l in Div. II, traveled to Div. I
Canton McKinley Friday night.
But with their charter bus on
1-77 near Richfield, the bus was
pulled over and the charter
company driver was arrested
for speeding and for driving
while Intoxicated.
The team sat in the parked bus
for an hour and a half until another licensed bus driver could
be found, so the game time was
pushed back 15 minutes.

What ifyou
dorit get into
the school of
your choice?
Of course, you may get Into
some other school, but why
settle? Prepare for the admissions exam you're facing — be
It SAT, ACT, LSAT, GMAXGRE,
MCAT, or others — with the
best test prep company. Stanley
H. Kaplan.
For SO years, Kaplan's testtaking techniques have prepared
over one million students,
boosting their scoring power
and test confidence.
So call Kaplan. Why go to Just
any school, when you can go to
the one you want?

IhtiTjdis±^BPAmerica
-To make all the parts ^^======^

c€the parts
nmsnjDofliiyteikes
rro^tiianalittiedL

/

BP America owns S0% ol the 800 mu> Trans Alaska ppekne Wrthm the Iower 48 Slates we uv a netwo'* ol more Iran II400 mites of pipeline owning
directly more than 2.300 miles We also operate a large Heel ot U S 11* tinkers bringing oil from Alaska lo ports on the West COM! and the Gutt ol Heitco

Our Old Ben Coal subsidiary swpp*es
electric utilities and other maio'
customers with a dependable source
ot energy He* sUk* ol the art m.n.ng
equipment * lowering our costs

BP Minerals Amercj rs modernizing the huge Bmgham Canyon
mrfie >n Utah to ma« it become one ol the world s lowest
cost produces In Canada our QIT subsidiary is the world s
leading produce' of titanium dionde slag tot the pigment
industry We also nave major gold and
yfcref inie'ests

sawn a urua MDMM am o»
THE WORLDS LEADING
TEST PREP ORGANIZATION

Acryionttnie acetx K«fl and ammonia are basic chetntaK used by industries as diverse as biWes plashes
p**nts and if rxultuce BP America is a major producer and marketer ol these and other crwrntci*

Call for Class Schedules
and Information.
3450 W. Central, Suite 322
Toledo. Ohio
536-3701

BP America is the dramatic synthesis of two very complementary
companies.
BP, the original developer of
oil in the Middle East and the
North Sea, is known as a great
explorer and producer.
Standard Oil, the original
Standard Oil Company founded
118 years ago by John D.
Rockefeller, is recognized as an
outstanding refiner and marketer.
Tbgether, these skills provide
the best of both worlds in the
volatile business of oil.
But this balance of oil expertise is not the only benefit. A
focused diversity of other businesses helps to balance BP
America's total corporate portfolio.
Today, BP America, located
in Cleveland, Ohio, is a major
partner in a global enterprise. Its
future will be shaped by the
combined strengths of two great
companies.
It is the best of both worlds.
■S the world S largest producer Of beds tor the livestock industry Through
our ownership ol PU'MV* MI-S BPAmerca Has 65 bed mHrs m the U S We
seicompound teed supplements and spec* ovn tor poultry psgs andcaffle

Taylor Olds-Cadillac

IMS Che»y Sprint
2 dr., oir

SSMS
IMS Ford Tempo Ol
4 dr., air, outo, stereo
•SMS
IMS Dodge Arias
4 dr., oir, outo

tsm
IMS Ponf-ltx •000 U
4 dr., well equipped

IMS ■wkk Cantury LIB
4 dr., oir, stereo, outo

BP AMERICA

S7SM

THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS

IMS Chavy Pickup
tooo*d

IPAaimca is the nation s largest supohe* ol bunker die's to the mar*e industry We have rernnrWs »n most maw U S seaports We also provide luei
lo domestic and international ankles at more than JO iHpom across the couM'y

7

Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

• • • -DUKAKIS end BENTSEN 88
• • • -DUKAKIS mo BENTSEN '88
The BGSU CAMPUS DEMOCRATS w« hold
their MW) meeting
TONIGHT Ocl 12. 1988
1007 BA ADDITION

Need FRENCH TUTORING?
I am a French Teacher
I can help you Cat 353 4099
SOMEONE CARES ABOUT
YOU AND YOUR PREGNANCY PROBLEM
AT BOWLING GREEN PREGNANCY CENTER
CALL 354-HOPE FOR INFO
ON FREE PREGNANCY TESTS AND
SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

PERSONALS
PEACE COALITION MEETING
10:00 PM tonlg ht 115 Education
Lwn more about tha grapo boycott and
othor paaca and |u«llcc laauaal

ATTENTION BUSINESS STUDENTS
Interested in beomdng a KEY part ot a growing
organization? Opportunity lor leadership. Interesting speakers, social atmosphere, hands-on
experience Oalang and Salea Management
Club October 18. 7:30 PM 121 Weal Hal
Speaker Frank Sugrue oljohneon ft Johnson
Look lor Free Marathon Credit1
Attention Special Education Majors The FleU
Advisory Board ol the Department ot Special
Education and the Student Council lor Exoep
bonal Children are conducting a special program. 'Job Market and Experiences si Special
Education and Related Services. Meet the
People Who Have the Jobs." on October 1B.
4-6 PM m the Forum ol the Student Services
Buttling Please contact the Department ol
Special Education 1372-72931 to pre-regisssr
ATTENTION ALL EDUCATION MAJORS:
COME TO THE O S E A WORKSHOP
A VOYAGE TO NEW HORIZONS
NOV 5 (SAT )10 00 AM-4 15 PM
VARIETY OF SPEAKERS ON PROFESSIONAL
AND PERSONAL TOPICS
REGISTRATION FROM OCT 3 ■ OCT 24
SEA YOU THERE
ATTENTION STUDENTS:
The Center lor Academic Options will conduct a
Hejnnnl Student Exchange into session at
4 00 October 13. Union-Ohio Suite, find out
about the U.S. Adventure CAO 231 Admin
BMg 372 8202
ATTENTION STUDENT*
YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO QAMMA
PHI BETAS INFORMAL MEETING TO HEAR
DAVE STANFORD FOROM THE COOP OFFICE INFORM YOU ON HOW TO GET VALUABLE WORK EXPERIENCE BEFORE YOU
GRADUATE1
SUN.OCT I6th8 OOPM 121 WEST HALL
COLLEGE REPUBLICANS WILL HOLD SPECIAL MEETING THURSDAY OCT 13 IN 210
MATH SCIENCE AT 7 30 PM BE THERE'
DON'T WAIT 'TILL TOO LATE
MAKE SURE YOU'RE A PART Of
ADVANCE REGISTRATION FOR SPRING.
FORMS ARE DUE OCTOBER 14, MM
FASHION MERCHANDISING ASSOCIATION
2nd Meeting Ocl 12 at 8 00 in McFal
WE ARE WHAT YOU MAKE US
Find out about internships in Washington DC lor
el majors Today al 1 30 in 231 Administration
Spring deadhne Ocl 21 Contact the Center tor
Academic Options 372-8202
Greet Pacifist Film Series
a brief talk by Or. Philip Roy tier followed by
the film. "King, A Filmed Record: Mont
gomery to Memphis" Tonight al 1:00 115
Education. FREEI Sponsored by the Peace
Coalition.
LACROSSE LACROSSE LACROSSE
THERE ARE ONLY 3 DAYS LEFT TILL THE
MIDWEST BEST LACROSSE ACTION, COME
AND LIVE THE EXCITEMENT OF FALCON
CLUB V SATURDAY AND SUNDAY AT THE
STADIUM FIELDS. BGSU
FANS FANS FANS
PHI BETA LAMBDA
FORMAL MEETING ON MONDAY. 1 7TH
8 00 3rd FLOOR UNION. TOWNE ROOM
PRELAW SOCIETY
WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER 12, 1886
300 MOSELEY
1:00 PM-ALL MAJORS WELCOME
PRE-LAW SOCIETY.
Spanish Honor Society meeting tonight at 6 00
PM in 210 University Hail See you there!
The Young Executive Club
wH have a speaker 7 30 Wed night in 112 BA
Scott Barr from Occidental Chemical wM speak
on getting started in sales
Tune in to Bowling Green's Sports Leader
Friday ft Saturday lor UVE NCAA Hockey Action
Bowling Green at Alaska-Anchorage
11:25PMonS8.1 FMWBOU
WHAT S WRONG
WITH THIS PICTURE'
7 00 8 30 PM. TONIGHT
Community Suite. Union
university Placement Services
Professional Development Seminar

LOST*FOUND
LOST Brown leather coal, has parr ot glasses.
BGSU student 10. and checkbook 353-8502
Reward it found
Lost Gold heartshaped locket 10-1588 Sen
■mental value Please ca« 353-4770

SERVICES OFFERED

QUALITY TYPESET RESUMES
IT 5.00
UniGraphlca
211 Wsst Hall 372-7418

Abortion. Morning After Treatment
Proud ID be Pro-Choice
Center lor Chocs II
Toledo. OH 255 7769
Attention Coeage Students
Need reports, essays, or resumes typed or
stored on dak? Call Dana Weson 364-8159
between 8 AM and 5 PM M-Set
For aa your typing neede
A-Z Data Center
362-6042
HAVE TO SHIP A PACKAGE?
For a* your ahipfxng needs
Foderal Express UPS
A-Z DATA CENTER J52-S042

'>>

ALL PUBLIC RELATIONS MAJORS
GET INVOLVED- JOIN BG PRO'
BOWLING GREEN PUBLIC RELATIONS ORGAMZATION
MEETINGS: EVERY WEDNESDAY.
318WESTHALL
9 00 PM
SEE YOU THERE'

135 and a halt E Court
353 WAVE

Alpha XI Doha
"JaUbrssk"

AmyVanWInkle
You are tha beat Kappa of today
I can! wait t* Thursday
m order tossy
I love my title In every waylll

• KATIE JIRIK •
Keep your chin up and keep srrMang. because
your sister loves you a loll Have a great week'
LoveYou-Jodl
P S. I bet you thought your name wouldn't be
"In print" again so soon1
• KKQ • KKQ •
UL' TRtCIA GET PSYCHED FOR BfG-UL
MATCH-UP THURSDAY
LOVE. YOUR BIG

AOTT Rush Is glong to bo great
It begins October 11. 1911
1:00 PM Is the time
The Community Suite Is the place.
Pleasa attend If Interested
Ceusa the AOTT'a can't wait!!
ATTENTION SENIORSIII
Nominations are now being accepted lor
WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES AN0 COLLEGES
Application forma are now available in Office of
Student ActrvtUss and Orientation Room 405 of
the Student Services Busang Dssowne: Monday October 24 by 5:00 PM
Nominate yourself or a trlendl
Attention Men of BOSU:
Are you on the wanted list
Alpha XI Jsllbreek'M???

HSA presents COFFEE HOUSE on Wed . Ocl
18 from 7 00-10:00 pm In the Honors Csntsr
Free and open to all
For a fun filed evening with music, humorous
skits, poetry end singing performed by slu
dents, corns to the Honors Csntsr In Krstechsr
OuedeonOct 19at 7.00PM
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE CROSS COUN
TRY (M 1 WI-OCT .2. C DBLS RACQUETBALLOCT 13. COED TRIPLES VOLLEYBALLOCT 18
Japanese Club
Congratuktflona on winning the Homecoming
float contest
Love, the Alpha Xi's
KAPPA SIGMA - CHI OMEOA
Congrstukttions to
KEN WALDRON 8 SHANON WISE
on your levatenng
CO
P S Only 2 or 3 Weeks!

• • Michelle Varwkj • ■
Happy 1 gm. Snel" Sneusagea'i
We think you are crun-lsntfic'''
Love ya' Jen end Wendy
••• BOYCOTT ORAPES-"
••• BOYCOTT GRAPES •• •
•" BOYCOTT GRAPES •••
••• BOYCOTT GRAPES'"
• BOYCOTT GRAPES ■
• BOYCOTT GRAPES •
•••BOBVOUHO#"
HOMECOMING 1988 WITH YOU AND THE
SIG EPS WAS A BLAST! YOU GUYS ARE SO
FUN AND I HAD A SUPER TIME. THE ROSES
AND MATILDA BAY WERE SO SWEET.
THANKS FOR A GREAT WEEKEN0I
LOVE, LAURIE

THINK FAST! BOYCOTT GRAPESI

THINK FASTI BOYCOTT GRAPESI

LADIES
II you LOVE the scent of fine PERFUME at
wholesale prices, we have the deal lor you! Call
MARK 372-1243 or BILL 353-3053 lor sampling
and prices CALL NOW!!!
Think Feet""
VlaN TIM JURKOVAC
and CRAIG HERGERT
today In the Union....
Festlng In support of
the grape boycott I
TNnkFaei"*'
••"TIlewlFaM""
Visit TIM JURKOVAC
end CRAIG HERGERT
today In the Union....
Festlng In support of
the grape boycott!
••••Thine: Feet""
••••Thin* Fast""
VlaN TIM JURKOVAC
and CRAIG HERGERT
today In the Union....
Fasting In support of
the grape boycott!
••••Think Faet
"AUDITIONS"
SINGERS-DANCERS
For 1989 Miss BGSU Scholoarsnip Pageant!
Dancers Ocl 17. Eppter North Fan. 106.
1 30 1030 PM Bring a tape and a one minute
routine
Singers Ocl 18. Eppter North Urn 300.
7 30 1000 PM Bring a tape or sheet music
■Alpha Omtcron PI Rush*
I want to be an AOTT,
Don't you want to be one too? I
Come to 425 Student Sanricea to
Complete an Information Card!
-AXO MELISSA MOTTICE AXOYOUR BIG LOVES YOUt
•AXO*
•KKG-KARENJONES'KKG
Thursday night wH be great-fust Nka youl Gat
excited I know I ami
Love. Your Big
'SIGMA NU ' SIGMA NU*
WEDNESDAY NIGHT CLUB
TOPIC WHAT TOOK SO LONG?
QUOTE FIND SOMETHING YOU UKE
WHERE IS SHE1
MEETING 10 00 AT MARK'S
• SIGMA NU * SIGMA NU*
-SKI CLUB
"HAPPY HOURS" TONIGHT
FEATURING THE MALTESE FLAMINGO- a
crazy cooege Mm produced In tha Rockies,
Europe a the Sierras, with great eking end in
ongnel soundtrack Come 10 Soft Rock at 6 30
P
Ski Ys There"
A NIGHT IN JAIL YOU'LL
NEVER FORGET!
JAILBREAK '**"
AAW
Dry Dock Parly
AGO AGO Tonl laoono AGO AGO
CongrahaaBona on your levaaerlng to your TT
Alpha Skj Geoff Ballsy. Best of luck-you deserve HI
Alpha Gam love and mine.
Laura
AknseCreah N-Bum aal half Urns Thank God we got
2bsds Where the hel is Sean?? What the hen
la a Beretta Water. I drink that and II throw
up Pour some sugar on Sean You make a
mean Tom CoSna...lts OK I know your
datt What do you amen only S3 00? Wet
WBy I know my shoes are on. .Why are my
shoes aal on?? Just how dk) T J gat In Vis
bad?? I got soms might clssn ank
ies Champagne breakfast .Go Browns"
Thanks for an Incredible weekend ..
FIJI Homecoming 'II
Lows, Rosa

ATTENTION BARTENDERS:
WIN ISO-ENTER FOR NON-ALCOHOLIC
BARTENDING CONTEST AT THE ALCOHOL
AWARENESS FAIR-TUES. OCT 11TH, 12
PM-12 30 PM. SKIN UP BY FRIDAY IN UAO
OFFICE THIRD FLOOR UNION. 372-2343.
ASK FOR BETH OR LEAHI

KKG
Lime Amy Kotnik
Your b-g ie so excited
The day is drawing near
Ptesss atop by the formal room
It may be a MOe more clear

AXO Michelle Henneasy AXO
I LOVE MY LITTLE
AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO

KKG

AXO UL' KM KAPPEL AXO
Tonight's the night
When you wB saw
Just who it is
Your Big wBbe
So In a lew more hours
The Bme wB come
For you to see
That I'm the one
And In my heart
I know youl be
The greatest addition
Tomyfamtyl
I LOVE MY LfTTLE!
AXO'AXO'AXO'AXO^AXO'AXO" AXO* AXO "AXO
LIL' DORENE CHAN
Are you ready to And out who I am?
Do you think you afreody know?
Don't be so sure11'
Your Big la SO EXCITED for tonight'
AXO'AXO'AXO'AXO'AXO'AXO'AXO'AXO'AXO
Be an Orientation Leader'
Learn Leadership Skies and Meet New People
Appacent avarable at 406 Student Services
DusbyOct 19 5PM
Be on the lookout for over
100 wanted men They are roaming
the streets ot Bowling Green.
THEY WILL BE FOUND
Jaabreek- October 14, 1988
BOYCOTT GRAPES
DON McOUARIE and
DEBBIE WIELOWALD
are faatlng today In support of the
United Farm Workers
Fast Fast Faat Fast Fast Fsat
CALIFORNIA FLORI0A HAWAII NEW YORK
Find out how you can go to school at one of
over 80 US coeeges and experience an sdvenlure' Notional Student Exchange info ess
swn. Oct. 13, 4:00. Ohio Suits. Csntsr tor
Academic Options 231 Admin Bldg
CtaOa Ptkes ChsOa Petes
Help aboash Anorexle Nervosa
Hep us help fhsm-RUN FOR LIFE!
Plkee ChkOa Pikes ChOs
ClubltalUnsSwealahlrta
One-seal Univ. Hal
Wed SPrl 10-4 $14 00
CONCERT
Fell Concert Band-Wind Ensemble
Mark S. Kelly, Conductor
Sun., Oct. 18 3:00 PM Kobaeksr
FREE
CONGRATS TO PHI TAU ATHLETE OF THE
WEEK-KEN STERBAI 5 YRS. AND STILL
LOOKIN QOO0I
(XJNGRATULATIONS TO THE
THETA CHI'S AND THE DELTA GAMMAS
ON WINNING THE ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
AND PHI SIOMA KAPPA FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT
THE BROTHERS OF PHI SIGMA KAPPA
CUSTOMIZED LOFTS
1 end 2 bed models s sSafils
SAVES SPACE. SAFETY APPROVED
Cat us M-F. 9-5 at 362-3638
LOFT CONSTRUCTION CO
Gel more room tor your room1
Do you know what you
went lobe lor HALLOWEEN?
UAO Is ssBng leathered masks
tor si your costume parties
Now-Oet 14 In Union Foyer
10 30 4 00
EAT FRISCH'S BIG BOYS FOR BIG BUCKS
EARN SCHOLARSHIP MONEY BY SATISFY
ING YOUR STOMACH
CALL 372-2343 OR STOP BY UAO OFFICE
OPEN TO ALL ORGANIZATIONS
EAT YOUR WAY THROUGH SCHOOL
CALL 372-2343 AS SOON AS POSSIBLE
OPEN TO AU ORGANIZATIONS

KKG Anne Carleton KKQ
Your Big and Grandblg cent well until Thursday
night! Toe tun haa only begunlll
KKG Loirs, Your BIG K K 0
KKG U Boknds Stilt KKQ
Blue ribbon gardens grow fleur-de-es I'm so
nappy you're a trae of mel
Love, your Big??
KKG Amy Cole KKQ
Your big Ihlnka you're great, tor tomorrow night
she can't wail' Ware gang to be big Mtie-n s
M
Love, Your big??
KKG LITTLE TAMMY CORBIN KKG
I CANT WAIT FOR TOMORROW! HOPE YOU
ARE JUST AS EXCfTEO' WE ARE GOING TO
MAKE A GREAT BO-LITTLE PAIRI
LOVE. YOUR BIG
KKG ■ Kelly Sobeck ■ KKO
Only one more dey urtW you wB se who your big
wfl bsl Your bk) bvss you and Ie psyched'
Love, Big?
KKG'KKO-KKQ
UT kacheea PaM
Tomorrow Is the day for fun
Because my Lime's No. 1
The lime is drawing near
Whan your BIG wB appear
KKG • KKO ■ KKO

Mark.
Thanks lor ZBT Homecoming--it was greet-waan't KTITT How about glong to date party
with me--but only If you promise to remember
it! Let me know1
Love Ya. Laura
PauMta Perklm
The Alpha Xl'a would ska to congrslulate you on
your arvelering to DsRa Tsu DsKa Jon FsBon
PtaMuPhlMuPhlMuPniMuPniMiu
I Love my LNtte Lesnns Suter!
I Lass my LRUs Lesnns Suter!
ILovemylttlleLeenneSuterl
Love, your Big????
Phi Mu Phi Mu Phi Mu Phi Mu Phi Mu
Phi Teu Hockey, Wsd. 10:15 PM-Ss Thsrsl
PhlTsuHocksyNo.il
PI PHI KAREN SMITH
I looked eround. hoped and wished
That my Big Sle would be Karen Smith
I know our bond wsl lest forever
Bscsuss you're s friend II always treasure
Love. Your LltHe Lyne
Racism sextant agsvn..
homophobia . unfair hiring practices
unequsl pay lor equal work
WHAT'S WRONG WITH
THIS PICTURE???
Placement Services
Professional Development Seminar
Tonight? OOPM
Community Suite

Thanks for an excellent weekend!
I vnsh it would have never ended
PS. Yea. THIS ONE la from me
Rupee.
Thsnx for tvjmscomlng I had the BEST lime'!!
LOVE YOU, MR
Specxs! thanks to tha foeowtung chapters and
presidents for making me feel welcomed:
PHI DELTA THETA-JIM SHARP
PHI MU-SUSAN VANOONSEL
BETA THETA PI-MARC DEAN
SIOMA CHI-DAN EISENHAUER
By visiting your chapters. It's saay to aee why
BGSU Greeks are the beet In the Country
Your chapter development consultantAndyLongo
SPIRIT AND CHI OMEGA - NO. 1
BPPtNOBREAK BAREFOOT CRUISE
50 FT YACHTS BfMINI BAHAMAS
GROUPS OF 8 $436 PP 7 DAYS
1-600-999-7245
ARRANGE SMALL GROUP t CRUISE FREE
SWEETEST DAY
Send your ewssthsart s sweats-Ned bsskst tor
Sweetsel Day Bsskst wB be dotvsrod on Saturday and a poem of your choice wB be rssd to
vour sweetheart tor onty $6 Forms avalebio on
I si Floor ol Ursv Hoi thru Fn . 9 AM 4 PM
Sponsored by Theta Alpha Phl.Nahonei
Theater Honorary
Terrl Krlngen
CongrstuaMfons on being elected Treasurer tor
NMPC Were so proud of youl
Love, the akttsrs of Alpha XI Delta

KKG

Love, Big?
KKG-LK. AMY SOLET'KKO
WHAT AN AWESOME LITTLE YOU ARE. I'M
SO EXCITED TO HAVE YOU IN MY FAMILY!
ONLY 1 MORE DAY UNTIL YOU KNOW WHO I
AMI
LOVE, BIG?
KKO-Ul HEATHER BRADY-KKG
Only one more day untt ws meet! I can't wall1
What an addition to my Kappe family' Sse you
tomorrowl
Love. Big?
KKO-LISA SUNCHTKKO
Get psyched lor the Big-Little matchup bscause your Big is' I hops you're ss happy ee I
ami
Lovs.Bkj?
LACROSSE - ACTION - FAN* - EXCITEMENT
FALCON CUP V BE A PART OF THE MOWESTS BIGGEST AND BEST LACROSSE
TOURNAMENT BRING YOUR COOLER ANO
FRtENDS TO ENJOY ALL THE FAST PACED
ACTION, BRUTALITY. ANO FINESS OF LACROSSE OCT 15. 16 AT STADIUM FIELDS.
IT DOESN'T GET ANY BETTER THAN THfS

LIESURE 1 HOSPITALITY
INDUSTRY NIGHT
ATTN -PCO. RESTAURANT. RECREATION.
HOSPITALITY t MARKETING MAJORS
COME
TOGETHER ANO TALK ABOUT INTERNSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES IN PLACES UKE HILTON
HEAD. DISNEYLAND. 8 STEAMBOAT
8F-R-NGS
WITH COMPANIES LIKE MARRIOTT.
HYATT
RADISSON ANO MORE MONDAY OCT. 17,
7:30-9:00 121 WEST HALL DRESS IS
CASUAL.
PREPARE YOURSELF FOR

IKLBUlJUHIUPJIIsCll
Lll Karen Mehier
I heard s son say that you we" find your Big todayll Get psyched" UL. Your big
UT Amy Booth
Roses ere red.
FkM-ds-te are blue
I'm psychsd lor Thursday:
How about you?
Love. Your Big

FosowlhoFalccna en EXVeSpom Leader
LIVE MAC Foolbel AcWn Saturday
Bowing Green at Centisl Michigan
12:30 Anheussr-Busch Prsgeme
I OOKKkofl
11.1 FMWBOU

LITTLE LEANN ENGLISH
I'VE BEEN WARING. FOR SO LONG
FOR THE RK3HT UTTLE TO COME ALONG1
TONfTE YOU'LL HAVE FUN
YOULL SEE WHY YOU AND
YOUR BKJ WTLL BE NO ONEI
UL. YOUR EXCITED BK3I

Roger,

Love.
Your big?

KKG- III'JENNYtTRUTHERS
As Big end UttM. ws wB be
The Greateal pair mKKGI
You're an awesome little >
Csn'l we* a tomorrow-donl be ate

Little Jenny Tuss
Tonight's whsn wsl msst
And our lafrnly wil be complete'
.Big

HALLOWEEN MASK FOR SALE
Order Oct 10-14th tram 10-4
in Union loyer Coat S3 00

LOOKING FOR A GREAT WAY TO MEET A
LOT OF PEOPLE > GET INVOLVED ft A
FIRST-CLASS ORGANIZATION? THEN MARK
YOUR CALENDAR NOW FOR SATURDAY
OCTOBER 2tth THIS IS THE DAY WHEN
THOUSANDS OF PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS
VISIT OUR CAMPUS FOR WHAT IS KNOWN
AS PREVIEW DAY TO FINO OUT HOW YOU
CAN VOLUNTEER TO BECOME A PREVIEW
DAY TOUR GUIDE. ATTEN0 ONE OF TWO INFORMATIONAL MEETINGS IN MCIALL ASSEMBLY ROOM EITHER TOMORROW OCTOBER 13TH FROM 4:30 TO 6:30 OR
THURSDAY. OCTOBER 20TH FROM
5:00-7 00 SEE YOU THERE1
Love, your big

ATTENTION GREAT SUBS 4 MUSIC
IN A COMFORTABLE ATMOSPHERE
SAM B a HAPPY HOURS
4-6PM
9-10PM
Downtown BG at 146 N Main SI

Get exerted Alpha Dell pledges to find your Bigs
tonite'" See you at the Union at 10 00-L1L
your sisters

HOT DATE!
Alpha XI Dens
"Jallbreek"

Alpha XI Delta

THE WAVE
■ • Attention All Education MafOTB' *
ACE maatmgOct 12 at 8 30m Rm 1 12 BA
Bldg Dt Rossfcnd Hammond, our advlaor. wil
apeak about MEP and AIM
"Door Prize"

•

L# Beth CoaHe
Welcome to our famey-for tonights Ins
night you rsmsm In myssaryl
Can twekloaee you Thursday'

Friends of the Deaf Community
MwT#iinQ ToraGM
Wed Oct 12, 1988
301 EducaCjn. 8 30 PM
We w* be showing
CbsJren of a Leeeer
God"-Everyons Wafoomal

LI Kethertne Spear
Now re your turn to MM s ante, but I hope you
know that I already have the beet
Love Always.
Your Big. Jodl

From ftysrs end forme to nswstattsra and letter
head, we've got whet you need to look SUPER
on paper! See us tor si your TYPESETTING
NEEDS! tOnko's 354 3977

UL FOBswE KaUJUS
THURSDAY NK1HT YOU WAX FINALLY SEE
WHO YOUR KAPPA BIG WILL BE
GET PSYCHED FOR 8S3-UL'

Tha BOSU Greek System welcomes AOTTt
Rush begins October 17,1 Ml st 1:00 PM
In the Community Suits
Interested Women Plea ss Attend! I
The Pershing riftss would But to welcome fhslr
Fal 1988 Pledge Clsss
Brian Blsonerte
ChflaGranek
Derrick Slarr
Get Psyched lor e great year1
The Tasting Heads won't
be there but 118 Kappa
Delta's and their dates w*
Roed to Nowhere
There ones was an Alpha Chi named M
The very beef ems al around!
She waa loving and kind.
And her big ssk), "Al Mmsl"
As JB found her Okies ssch day.
Her big wanted so much to say
Tm your big and so proud.
I want to scream It aupsr loud!"
But soon JB wB find out.
that her big loves her. without s doubtl
Theta Chi's
Thanks tor si your work on the Homecoming
Boat! You guys ers great We can I waff for the
cookout on Thuraday'
Lovs.trwAJphsxrs
This Sunday, don I make a run lor the
border-Make a RUN FOR UFEM
Support the ChtOe arvJPe.ee
October 15. 1968
Tew HOFFMAN
Bets Homecoming wss a lot of fun Thank you
so much lor asking me You were s great dele!
Traosy
To my Alpha Deft Little Kathy Eatook
Sunday we met-e dey It never lor get
Monday I left you a clue-you didn't know who I
wes-BooHool
Tuesday I left you another- and you ssk) OH
BROTHER
But tonight you wB sss--who your big wB be
Get E .cited UL Your Alpha Del Beg
To our funflBed DZ dates:
Julie, Jaatts, Vtoai, Chris, and Norine.
We had an aweacms Homecoming boceuss
ofyoulll
Love, Your Alpha Ug dates:

To tha brothers of StOatA NU:
Congrstussbons on a great first two months of
school Keep up your slandsrds of excessnee
and bast ot kick lor continued success Thank
you for making me feel welcomed
Andy - U.D
TOTHEFRa>KMIEIC-FOilCwttOA
ILOVEYOUALLIM
THANKS FOR EVERYTHING!
LOVE, TRACY

Te: Baas Kaspa Kappa "SleseT" Amy Cats
Homecoming wss a great Omal
Next tana, lets not go to asaap so aeon
LoveYa.
"E-

IQN.wt

Octobar 12,19S8

TODDORUSKA,
THE MOTHERS OF PHI KAPPA TAU WISH
YOU THE BEST OF LUCK ON YOUR PILOT
TEST.
Tune In lo Bowing Greens Sporta Leader
Friday > Saturday tor UVE NCAA Hockey Acson
Bowing Green at Alaska-Anchorage
11 25PMonB8.1 FMWBOU
WHAT'S WRONG
WITH THIS PICTURE?
7 00 • 8 30 PM TONIGHT
Community Surfs. Union
University Plscemenf Services
Professional Development Seminar

WANTED
1 male roommate needed for Sprng 'I
Csl Terry 353 51 58
1 to 3 people needed lo sublease nice turnlsied
apartment dose to campus-month of May Free,
no deposit CM 353-8319
roommate needed lor Spnng Semester
Own Room - Reasonable Rent
Cal Ann 363-4005
Male rmte. own room, fumlened
Call Mike 354-0898
ROOM NEEDED FOR FEMALE GRADUATE
STUDENT TILL DECEMBER 1988 CALL
353-3329 EVENINGS
SubksasST Needed xr-nediate vacancy
$160 a month uM avg $20
Close to campus WO. Dish .fireplace
Deposit negot 352-2269

HELP WANTED
A good way to earn money for the upcoming
hofcday aaaaon Highly motivated energetic in
dfvlduale to IB waiter, waitress, floor walker end
cashier poelione at high energy niggtckjo-car
pootng awoaahla. Good way to sam extra
money Apply at Buttons Tues thru Sun aftsr
8 30 PM
ATTENTION WOMEN AGES 18-25
FREE Max Teat and Underwater Weighing
Cat or Stop InonMJW 1.30-5.30 PM
! 10 Epp S Fitness 8 Sport Physiology Lab
372-6903
Gel Your Fool m the Door' PROFESSIONAL
TYPESET RESUMES that bring the interviews
Don't take chances on less-WE DO IT RIGHT'
Kinko's 354 397 7
Help Wanted Student to do yardwork
352-8675
Help Wanted: Student lo do sght housework
352-8676
Help Wonted: Bsrtsnding. weiler-waltress 1
floor waster positions are avaJbie at Tosfdo's
only FUNDRINKERY Onry fun ft exciting people need apply in person at Henry J's
Wad-SUn sttsr 8 PM at 1532 S Byrne. Gksnbyme Snooping Canter
Lawn Maintenance
Pert and Ful bme
Cal 352-5822
OVERSEAS JOBS Summer, yr
round.
Europe. S. Amor. Australia Asia al llekM
$900-2000 a mo Sightseeing, tree kilo Write
UC. PO Box 52-OH03 Coronsdo DM Mar. CA
92825
Parson lo watch 2 toddlers m my home 15
mass wsst of BG MWF Days 1748-8753
Eves
Personnel Research Assistance
Part time, flexible hours betwen 8 AM and 1 PM
In Perrysburg $5 00 an hour PLUS BONUS-Graduate Laval In Organizational Behavior or
Business Preferred Csl for appointment |4I9|
874-8982. Cheney and Aeaoctstee
Professions! couple needs person lor chad care
In our home Call -878-0088
PI -bme tutor Not to exceed 19 5 hours per
weak. Musi be csrtiffed st ths secondary krvei
(S10 SOfhf) Contact Asa't Super office BG
CrrySchoola 140S Grove. BOO43402
RESORT HOTELS. Crutsesnea. AJrahaa, 1
Amusement Parka. NOW accsptlng appkeattona tor summsr lobs internships, and career
positions For more information and an appkeatlon write National Coeegiete Racreaaon Ser
vice PO Box 8074. Haton Heed SC 2gg38
SPRING BREAK TOUR PROMOTER-ESCORT
Energetic person. M-F. to take sign ups for our
FLORIDA tours Ws furnish M materials for •
sucssslul promotion Good PAY and FUN. Cal
CAMPUS MARKETING at 1 -800-777-2270

FOR SALE
74 Muetangl looks great1 Runs great' $1500
negofleble Cal Mark at 353-3839

192 and a halts Mem St
Furn Efficiency Available
at the beginning of December
Cal Lies 419-372-8002
1972 PONTIAC CATAUNA for S
SI* Runs Greet
Best offer CM 372 5963
I960 Chsvy Citation 94.000 mi . rune
exoeannt. body in good condition Aeklng$500
364-2426

ASTEROIOS ARCADE SYTLE VIDEO
MACHaNE 2 PLAYER. COIN OPERATEDWITH KEYS FULLY OPERATIONAL $150 OR
3FOO0BOOKS 353-4771

For Saks 79 Vofcswsgon Rabbit Diesel Good
condition 268-2502

SECOND ANNUAL HALF OF
EVERYTHING I OWN SALE'
Dorm size refrigerator (1 5 cu ft) only $501
Yamaha PSS-170 Keyboard with 100 sound
aetbnga only $60' Womene' rossr skates [size
7) $6 Many abuma and cseesltel col lor
Dual caantla tape deck $/ CALL Carol M
353-3022 PLEASE'

UHrsstrsnotn syslsms. sminos 1900 etc Best
pncsmlown Vkui O's Herbs ft Vltsm™ 166 S
Man. 363-0006

FOR RENT
706 Second St Apt A
2bdrmfum apt anaaahls Immedialely
Cal John Newtova Real Eatafe
364-2260
603 Eighth St Apt 7
Cal kshe 364-06*8 2 bdrm apt
and dean'

